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1. BASIC CONCEPTS 

The two fundamental questions for a theory of morphology can be stated as follows: 

 1. What is the relationship between sound and meaning (phonology and semantics) in  
  words? 

 2. Does this differ from the relationship between phonology and semantics among words / 
in sentences (= syntax) ? 

In this chapter we will lay out some basic ideas and give preliminary definitions of some of the 
terminology that we will use. Some of what we present here will be revised in the course of the 
textbook, but we aim to provide a reasonable starting point. A primary goal of this book is to 
lead you, the reader, by example through the process of theory construction. As a first step, this 
chapter is primarily concerned with the kinds of considerations that might make a linguist think 
that there is something here to have a theory of.  In other words, the scientific study of the 
structure of words is far more than simple vocabulary list to be memorized.  Rather, there are 
interesting questions to be asked and answered.  

1.1 Morphemes 

1.1.1 Arbitrariness and Lexical Entries 

If one were forced to sum up the fundamental quest of linguistic inquiry in a single question, it 
might be something like that in (1). 

(1) What characterizes the relationship between sound/signal and meaning/function? 

In certain cases, famously discussed by the French linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, the 
relationship is simply arbitrary. The fact that the meaning ‘a domesticated carnivorous mammal 
(canis famliaris) related to the foxes and wolves’ is associated with the phonological string 
/dɑg/ is an idiosyncratic property of English, a mere accident of the language’s history. There 
is no logical reason for this particular pairing of sound and meaning, and clearly it is not 
universal: the same meaning is tied just as intimately to quite different phonological strings in 
different languages, such as French /ʃjẽ/, Japanese /inu/, Mohawk /erhar/ and Edo /ekita/. 
Likewise, the same basic phonological string can be associated with different meanings in other 
languages: the string /tak/, which in English means something like ‘to converse by means of 
spoken language,’ but it means ‘day’ in German, ‘mountain’ in the Turkic language Uighur, and 
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‘so’ or ‘thus’ in Russian. Thus, a part of learning English (or French, or Mohawk, or Uighur) is 
learning the arbitrary pairings of sound and meaning, and storing these in a sort of mental 
dictionary. This mental dictionary is called the lexicon.   At a minimum, we know from the 
arbitrariness just discussed that entries in the lexicon (henceforth lexical entries) must have at 
least two parts: a phonological representation and a semantic one. Following convention, we 
will use the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) to indicate the phonological representation 
(discussed more in chapter P), while for the semantic representation we will use a dictionary-like 
definition or, as a convenient abbreviation for this, we will often just write the corresponding 
English word in ALL CAPS. Thus “DOG” should be read as a shorthand “whatever the word 
dog means”. Basic lexical entries for some simple English words are given in (2). 

(2) English lexical entries (preliminary): 

Label  “dog”  “fish”  “teach” 
phonology:  /dɑg/  /fɪʃ/  /tijtʃ/ 
semantics:  DOG  FISH  TEACH 

Note that these lexical entries actually have three parts. In addition to the phonological and 
semantic representations, we have given each pairing a label. The label has no significance in our 
theory and we do not mean to assert that such a label is part of the mental representation. The 
label is simply a convenient device for referring back to a lexical entry without privileging either 
the phonological or semantic representation. In casual discussions, we often talk about ‘the word 
dog which has the meaning such-and-such’. This way of speaking suggests that the phonological 
representation is basic and that the meaning is attached to the phonology. This makes potentially 
misleading assumptions about the nature of mental representations, assumptions for which there 
is no evidence a priori. Using a label is intended to keep this clear in our discussions. Note that 
we have used English orthographic words as labels, but this is just for convenience; we could 
have used numbers, special symbols, or any other device that would serve to formally identify 
each lexical entry and keep it distinct from the next.  In many instances, we will in fact find it 
convenient to use the phonological representation (or something like it) as the label, but it is 
good not to commit ourselves to this, especially when the official phonological representation 
becomes more abstract and complex (see below, also chapter xx). 

1.1.2 Compositionality 

Not all pairings of sound and meaning are completely arbitrary. On the contrary, by the vast 
majority of expressions that we encounter in language involve non-arbitrary connections 
between phonology and semantics. For example, the association of the phonological string in (3) 
with the particular meaning it has is to a large degree predicatable, and it would be incorrect to 
suppose that this string is represented with a single lexical entry as an arbitrary pairing of sound 
and meaning. Indeed, as a competent speaker of English, you would know the meaning of this 
expression even if you have never heard this exact expression before and therefore cannot 
possibly have learned the connection as such. The meaning associated with (3) is compositional, 
meaning that is a predictable function of the meaning of its parts.  

(3) /pæts tijtʃər wɑkt kwɪklij/ Pat’s teacher walked quickly. 
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The compositionality of the meaning in (3) shows itself at two levels. At one level, the meaning 
of the entire utterance is calculated from the individual meanings of each of the four words. At 
another level, the meaning of each of the four words is also compositional, a function of the 
individual parts of each word. The word Pat’s contains the word Pat (a proper name) and the 
meaning of the word Pat’s is a combination of the name Pat and the marker of possession 
(represented orthographically as the sequence apostrophe + s). Likewise, the word teacher 
contains the word teach and the meaning of the word teacher is compositional, the product of its 
pieces teach and -er.  

Linguists standardly divide these two levels of compositionality into two domains. The 
combination of independent words into clauses and sentences is the domain of Syntax, while 
combinations within words are said to be the domain of Morphology. A question that we will we 
raise later in the textbook, but which we will put aside for now, is whether this division reflects 
some actual modularity in linguistic competence. This has been a point of debate within many 
different linguistic traditions, but since the question is really about whether grammatical 
principles are the same within words as among them, we may fruitfully—indeed we must—
restrict our attention here to word-internal processes.  Only in that way will it become possible to 
compare them with syntax processes. 

1.1.3 Complex and simple words 

Above, we have identified an important division among two classes of words. Some, like Pat’s, 
teacher, and quickly are morphologically complex words. We say this because their meanings 
are not arbitrary, but rather in large part a function of their parts. At a minimum, what it means to 
be a teacher depends on the meaning of the verb teach. Other English words that are 
morphologically complex are given in (4) - (6); for each of these the meaning of the whole word 
is not entirely arbitrary, but depends on the meanings of the smaller words that are contained in 
them. 

(4) teacher, presidential, ungrammatical, antidisestablishmentarianism 

(5) hospitalize, hospitalization; refutable, irrefutable, irrefutability 

(6) chalkboard, snowboard, greenhouse, blackberry, workshop 

These morphologically complex words differ in this regard from the words in (7), which we may 
call morphologically simple words (or just simple words, for short).  

(7) dog board black berry spider 
 spit teach fish chef widow 

As a first characterization of speakers’ intuitions, this division into complex and simple words 
may seem straightforward, but reflection on the examples makes some important points. For 
example, we were happy to call teacher complex because it contains the word teach (along with 
some other stuff), but doesn’t spit contain pit which is also an English word? Similarly, we said 
that teacher—which means roughly ‘one who teaches’—contains the meaning of teach, but in 
that case, might we not be tempted to say that chef contains the meaning of cook, and that widow 
contains the meaning woman? Yet we classified spit, chef and widow as simple words. Was 
something wrong with our classification, then? 
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 Let’s look more closely at the different examples and try to get a sense of what our initial 
intuitions were telling us.  

1.1.4 The parts of words 

In what sense can we say that teacher contains the word teach but spit does not contain the word 
pit? In both cases, the phonology (sound) of the shorter word is contained in the phonology of 
the longer word. But as we have seen above, a word is more then a sequence of sounds. Both 
/tijtʃ/ and /kijtʃ/  are strings of sounds in English, and both are possible words—they 
violate no rules of sound combination in English—but only one is an actual word of English, 
namely /tijtS/. What is it that makes this an actual word of English? It is that this string of 
sounds is paired with a meaning, whereas the string /kijtS/ is not (except perhaps as a proper 
name Keach). A word is not just a string of sounds, it is a pair of sound and meaning, of 
phonology and semantics. When we want to assert that teacher contains the word teach, what we 
mean is not just that string of sounds /tijtʃ/ (or the corresponding orthographic string) is 
contained in the word /tijtʃər/, but more importantly that both the sound and meaning that 
pertain to the word teach, as expressed in its lexical entry in (2), are contained inside the sound 
and meaning that are associated with the word teacher.  

Now we can see why we can distinguish the complex words in (4) - (6) in a principled manner 
from the simple words in (7). Even though the word spit contains the string of sounds /pɪt/ and 
even though that string of sounds corresponds to an English word, the word spit does not contain 
the (pairing of sound and meaning that constitutes the) word pit, because the meanings of pit and 
spit are unrelated. In this manner, the word spit is simple; it does not contain another word inside 
it.  

This logic also applies to our example of the word chef. The meaning of chef may involve or 
include the meaning of cooking, but the sounds associated with the word chef do not include the 
sounds associated with the word cook.  Therefore the word chef does not contain the word cook, 
given that words are pairs of both sound and meaning.  

It is important to realize that a word may be simple from a morphological perspective (i.e., it 
may contain no other words), while still being made up of linguistically relevant pieces. The 
word berry  /beri:/, for example, contains four phonemes grouped into two syllables, which 
are in turn collected into a metrical foot. Studying these pieces and how they can and cannot 
interact is an important part of linguistics (phonology and phonetics), but from the perspective 
of word-formation that we are interested in, these pieces (phonemes, syllables, feet) do not 
directly enter into the pairings of phonology and semantics. From the perspective of phonology-
semantics pairings, berry is indivisible; it is an arbitrary pairing of sound and meaning. 

It follows that each of the simple words in (7) corresponds to a lexical entry and should be 
represented in the lexicon in the manner illustrated in (2). 

1.1.5 Morphemes - the pieces of complex words 

Let us now return to the complex words in (4) - (6). We have said that they are complex in the 
specific sense that they have other words inside them, where words are pairings of phonology 
and semantics. If we look at examples like chalkboard, blackberry, snowboard, etc., we see that 
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these contain two words each, and that although the specifics vary from example to example, the 
meaning is in general a function of the pieces. Thus a chalkboard and a snowboard are both kinds 
of boards, one associated with chalk, the other with snow, although the precise nature of the 
relation “associated with” cannot be determined just from the fact that the words are combined, 
but must be supplemented with our knowledge of the real world. (A chalkboard is a board for 
writing on with chalk, whereas a snowboard is a board for riding on over the snow—not a board 
for writing on with snow!)  Complex words that contain more than one word (more accurately, 
more than one root) in this manner are called compounds; they will form the subject of Chapter 
C and part of Chapter Arg. 

But not all the complex words in (4) - (6) are compounds. The words teacher, hospitalize, and 
ungrammatical are complex, but when we extract the smaller words contained in them, the 
remaining pieces are not themselves words (or even roots). Whereas chalkboard is made up of 
the two words, chalk and board and nothing else (that we can see), the word teacher is made up 
of the word teach  and the piece –er.  Similarly, ungrammatical of the word grammatical and the 
piece un. What are these pieces? Clearly, they have phonological properties—do they have 
anything else that may be relevant? In particular, is there anything we can say about them in 
terms of meaning? To answer this, consider the examples in (8). 

(8) teacher, driver, lecturer, reader, softener, whitener, blender, modernizer … 

We have seen the first word before, and we’ve said that the meaning of the whole teacher 
contains the meaning of the embedded word teach. Something similar is true of the other words 
in the list. But we can be more precise. The meaning of the whole is in each case related to the 
meaning of the embedded word in a straightforward and consistent manner; specifically, the 
complex words in (8) all mean “one who does X” (or “that which is used to do X”) where X 
stands for the verb that is contained inside the complex word. This is a pattern; it is systematic. 
We see a recurring phonological pattern (in this case the string of sounds /ər/, represented 
orthographically as er) with a recurring meaning or function. Moreover, we can demonstrate that 
this pattern is not an accident of the particular words we happen to have chosen in (8). This 
pattern is productive in the sense that we can use it to create and understand novel forms. When 
new words enter English as verbs, English speakers automatically know how to produce and 
interpret the words that correspond to “one who does X” or “that which does X”. Some verbs 
which have entered English relatively recently are given in (9), and the corresponding nouns are 
given in (10).  

(9) a. I need to debug this computer program. 
 b. Do you snowboard? 
 c. I saw Krum blatch Harry. 

(10) a. I need to run a debugger. 
 b. My sister is an excellent snowboarder. 
 c. Krum is a regular blatcher. 

This point can also be shown by using nonce words (words that are made up for a single 
occasion, for example to illustrate a point).  Given any sentence of the form in (11a), an English 
speaker will be able to correctly fill in the blank in (11b), or vice-versa, as in (12).  Note that this 
can be done without even knowing the meaning of the nonce words involved. 
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(11) a. My friend earns her living by kreeling .  
 b. She is a professional _____. (kreeler) 

(12) a. Fido is a good blicker. 
 b. I see him ____ all the time. (blick) 

These examples illustrate that the pattern that relates teach and teacher is systematic and that the 
meaning of complex words in (8) is a function of the suffix –er. Similar patterns emerge when 
we consider the pieces of the other complex words in (4)-(6). Thus un- comes immediately 
before adjectives in complex words with the meaning “not X”, as seen in words like 
ungrammatical, untrue, unhappy, unpleasant, etc. Similarly, -able occurs in complex words 
meaning roughly ‘able to be X-ed’, where X is the verb with which able is combined.  This can 
be seen in words like refutable (‘able to be refuted’), believable (‘able to be believed’), fixable 
(‘able to be fixed’), and so on. 

Now the new pairings of sound and meaning that we are discovering here are just as arbitrary as 
the pairings in (2) and (7).  There is no deep, fundamental reason why the string of sounds /•r/ 
should go with the meaning ‘one who does X’, or why the string /ʌn/ should go with the 
meaning ‘not’, any more than there is a deep reason why the strong /dɑg/ goes with the meaning 
‘domestic canine’.  It is simply a part of a speaker’s learned knowledge of English that they 
know these indivisible sound-meaning pairings as well as those in (2) and (7). So, we should 
include this information in our lexicon, giving these non-word pieces lexical entries parallel to 
those we gave for words in (2): 

(13) More English lexical entries: 

Label  “-er”  “un-”  “-able” 
phonology:  /ər/  /ʌn/  /ʌbəl/ 
semantics:  ‘one who does 

X’  
X = verb 

 ‘not X’  
X = Adjective 

 ‘able to be 
X-ed’ 

X = verb 

We consistently use lexical entries to represent the knowledge that speakers of a language (in 
this case English) have about the basic pairings of sound and meaning in their language. So far, 
all of the lexical entries that we have introduced correspond to the arbitrary pairings—to minimal 
units of phonology-semantics correspondence, the smallest meaningful units of grammar. Since 
not all lexical entries correspond to words, we need to give these minimal units a name, and we 
will call them morphemes, by analogy to the term phoneme for the basic unit of phonology. 

(14) morpheme =def The minimal unit of phonology-meaning correspondence. 

Armed with this term, we can now give somewhat more precise definitions of simple and 
complex words, as follows: 

(15) a. simple word =def A word which consists of a single morpheme 

 b. complex word =def A word which contains more than one morpheme 
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This captures the intuition that teacher and chalkboard are both complex words, even though 
chalkboard contains two smaller words and teacher does not.  Teacher and chalkboard are 
similar in that they contain two morphemes, as defined in (14). 

1.1.6 Complex words and lexical entries 

Let us return briefly to complex words, such as teacher. There is a clear sense in which we know 
the word teacher; unlike blatcher and blicker, we know we have heard and used this word 
before. This can be confirmed with psychological experiments, in the form of simple word-
recognition and decision tasks (although in this case we hardly need bother). But does the fact 
that we “knowing the word teacher” entail that our mental lexicon contains a lexical entry for 
teacher which is separate for the lexical entries for the pieces that make it up, namely teach (in 
(2)) and er (in (13))? 

Despite the ease with which we can pose this question, it has proven to be a very thorny issue in 
morphological theory, and marks one of the most important current debates. To understand the 
question, it is important to think about what is at stake, and what the theory we are trying to 
construct is supposed to be a theory of.  

Let us start by thinking for a moment about syntax. Chances are as a speaker of English you have 
encountered some or all of the following sentences before:  

(16) a. John left. 
 b. I will never give up.  
 c. I have a dream. 
 d. The cow jumped over the moon. 

All of these sentences are fully compositional in terms of their meaning, so there is nothing 
particularly special about them from a linguistic viewpoint—nothing that requires special listing. 
Nevertheless, a native speaker of English may well recognize that they’ve heard these sentences 
before. Indeed, in the case of (16d), a speaker of English may well know about this sentence that 
it occurs in a nursery rhyme, and may even have various memories and feelings from childhood 
associated with it. But what does this knowledge imply for the theory of linguistics? Is there 
anything special about the properties of the sentence (16d)? The answer is no; the nursery rhyme 
attributes a rather improbable feat to a particular bovine, but the meaning is entirely 
compositional (as a glance at any illustrated collection of nursery rhymes will show). There is a 
cow, and it is asserted that it leapt over the Earth’s lunar satellite. It is true that we know the 
sentence (16d), and that there is a representation of this sentence somewhere in our memory. But 
it is not by virtue of having memorized the sentence as a whole that we know its meaning.  

Put differently, among the properties an English speaker may know about the string teacher or 
the string in (16d) is the structural analysis of that string. In addition to whatever special 
associations there may be with the whole, the English speaker knows that the strings are 
composed of morphemes, each with its own lexical entry, and combined according to the rules of 
English morphology. It is this aspect of linguistic knowledge that most interests us here, and that 
must therefore be reflected in the theoretical representations we will choose to use. 

Note that this structural compositionality holds also of combinations such as the phrasal verb (or 
verb-particle combination) give up in (16b). Although the meaning of this combination is not a 
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straightforward result of combining the meanings that give and up have in isolation, it is 
nevertheless the case that the morpheme give is contained within give up, and this morpheme 
retains many of its characteristic morphological properties.  For example, even in this semi-
idiomatic combination, the verb give takes its usual irregular past tense form, yielding gave up 
(not *gived up). Our model of linguistic competence should accommodate this aspect of 
compositionality as well.  

In order to make the fundamental properties of the theory as clear as possible, we will give 
lexical entries only to morphemes. That is, the lexicon, as a complete list of lexical entries, will 
be taken to constitute a list of all and only the morphemes in a given speaker’s grammar. We can 
call this the narrow lexicon.  Our theory of morphology will be about the properties of 
morphemes that are listed in the narrow lexicon and the rules and restrictions on their 
combination.  

By calling this the narrow lexicon, we can delineate the object of study from another use of 
lexicon in the literature. This other usage is meant to include the list of all properties of words 
and phrases that are learned, i.e., that are not a part of the theory of concatenation (not a part of 
morphology). This broad lexicon will include phrases that have non-transparent meanings (such 
as idioms), but also phrases such as those in (16a,d) where the compositional meaning is entirely 
transparent, and yet we might still want to attribute some knowledge of an expression to a 
speaker. The property of being included in the broad lexicon is formally referred to as listedness. 
The broad lexicon conceived of in this manner would also include favorite phrases, memorized 
pieces of songs and poetry, quotations from memorable speeches (like (16c)), and indeed all 
linguistic objects about which one has stored knowledge. Words like teacher would certainly be 
included in this broad lexicon, if nowhere else.  Expressions listed in the broad lexicon will 
however also have a structural analysis in terms of the appropriate theories of syntax and 
morphology, and it is this that interests us here. 

1.2 Words and morphemes in other languages 

1.2.1 Wordhood 

In the discussion above we have identified and defined morphemes, and have shown that 
morphemes may be used to form words. A simple word is a word consisting of a single 
morpheme, while a complex word consists of more than one morpheme. Phrasing the discussion 
in this way appeals to the pre-theoretic intuition of speakers of English that we know what a 
word is. To be sure, there is fairly broad consensus in most cases. We all agree that happy is a 
word of English, but that un- is not. What properties of these strings do we appeal to when we 
consult these intuitions? For example, when we agree that snowboard is a complex word (a 
compound in fact), why do we say this, rather than saying that it is simply two words occurring 
very close together? 

The same question can be asked of other languages as well. In fact, it is more salient to us when 
it is asked about other languages, precisely because we do not ourselves have natural intuitions 
into what is a word and what is not in languages that we do not speak.  For example, speakers of 
Mohawk, an Iroquoian language, share the intuition that (17a) is a single word, whereas (17b) is 
a collection of words. What kind of linguistic knowledge underlies these shared intuitions? 

(17) a. /wahũwadʒaʔdawitsherahetkʌ̃´:dʌ̃ʔ/  
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  ‘she made the thing one puts on one’s body ugly for him’ 

 b. /gí´:gʌ̃gʌ̃:dzũyagawé:gasneũwá:ri/   

  ‘Mary likes the taste of that fish.’ 

The morphemes that occur in (17) are given in (18). 

(18) wa ‘past’ dʒ ‘self’s’ hũwa ‘she did something to him’ 
 aʔd ‘body’ awi ‘put on’ tsher ‘thing’ 
 hetkʌ̃ ‘ugly’ ʔd ‘make’ ʌ ‘for someone’ 
 ʔ ‘one time’ 
 gí:gʌ̃ ‘this’ s ‘regularly’ gʌ̃:dzũ ‘fish’ 
 ne ‘?’ yagaw ‘she’ ũwá:ri ‘Mary’ 
 éga ‘likes the taste of’ 

The intuition that (17a) is a single word, whereas (17b) is a string of words is based on 
phonological and syntactic properties of these strings. Taking phonology first, certain sound 
properties are best defined over a unit which generally (but not always) coincides with what we 
intuitively want to call words. This unit is called the phonological word.  

In English, a phonological word must have at least one syllable. Thus /kæt/ is a word, and 
/blIk/ is a possible word, even if it is not an actual one. However, /k/ is not a possible word of 
English, and neither is /z/. Note importantly that /z/ is a morpheme of English (for example, the 
plural in dog-s).  Similarly, the single consonant /k/ is the verb root that means ‘eat’ in Mohawk. 
We thus see that there is no minimal size for morphemes.1  Rather, the minimality requirement 
of “at least one syllable” applies to phonological words. 

In addition to minimality requirements, in some languages the phonological word is a maximal 
domain for some phonological processes. One example is stress.  In many languages, words have 
a maximum of one stressed syllable. This is true of French, for example. Stress is also 
consistently placed in French; it always falls on the last syllable of each phonological word. 
Thus, the fact that there are three stressed syllables in (19) (meaning: ‘I buy a lot of fruit’) tells 
us that this string contains at least three phonological words, and gives us clues as to where the 
word boundaries must lie. For example, the “o” must part of the word containing the syllable 
[ku´], not part of the word containing the syllable [ʃɛˊt] 

(19) [ ʒaʃɛˊtbokuˊdfryiˊ ]  (j’achete beaucoup de fruit) 

                                                 

1 In fact, we will discover that the phonological part of morpheme can even be less than a single phoneme.  We will 
see that a morpheme can be as little as a single distinctive feature, or a single root node, or even Ø (the empty 
string).  All that is required for something to be a morpheme is that it have a coherent phonological representation; 
there is in general no requirement at all on the size of that representation. 
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Other phonological requirements that signal the edges of phonological words include special 
phonotactic properties. Certain sounds occur only in particular positions within words, and 
certain combinations of sounds are excluded within words, although they may be possible across 
word boundaries. For example, the sequence [ksstr] is impossible internal to a word in English, 
but occurs in the string in (20). The phonology thus dictates a word-boundary in the string. 

(20) [ hɪzsɪksstrɛŋθs ] ‘his six strengths’ 

Phonological conditions influence Mohawk speakers’ intuitions regarding (17) as well. Some 
properties of phonological words in Mohawk, which apply to all content words (that is, to nouns 
and verbs, but not necessarily to function words such as articles and pronouns) are:  

(21) a. A word must have at least two syllables 

 b. A word must have exactly one stressed syllable, generally the penultimate (=second  

  to last) 

 c. The sequences /sn/ and /eu/ cannot occur inside a word (these are parts of more 
general rules of Mohawk phonology).  

What do these phonological properties force us to conclude about the Mohawk examples? The 
string in (17a) contains exactly one stressed syllable, and that syllable is the penultimate one. 
Thus, (17a) qualifies as a single phonological word. The string in (17b) by contrast has four 
stressed syllables. Given their distribution, we must conclude that there are four content words, 
as indicated in (22). There is also a function word ne, which we identify on the basis of property 
(21c). 

 
(22) gí´:gʌ̃  gʌ̃:dzũ   yagawé:gas   ne   ũwá:ri 
         this         fish        she-likes-it    ?    Mary 

Syntactic generalizations are also stated in terms of words (and bigger units called phrases). For 
example, words (and phrases) can be moved around for stylistic effect, while morphemes alone 
cannot be: 

(23) a. I really don’t like snowboarders.  
 b. Snowboarders, I really don’t like. 
 c. *Snow, I really don’t like boarders. 
 d. *Snowboard, I really don’t like ers. 
 e. *Ers, I really don’t like snowboard. 

For the Mohawk examples, the phonological and syntactic criteria for word-hood coincide. Thus, 
the following re-orderings of the string in (17b) are possible.  (This test is particularly easy to 
apply in Mohawk, because it happens to be a language whose syntax is characterized by very 
free word order.) 
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(24) a. ũwá:ri  yagaw-é:ga-s  ne gí´:gʌ̃  gʌ̃:dzũ 

 b. yagaw-é:ga-s  ne  ũwá:ri   gí´:gʌ̃  gʌ̃:dzũ 

 c. ũwá:ri ne   gí´:gʌ̃  yagaw-é:ga-s  gʌ̃:dzũ 

This confirms that (17b) is made up of (at least) four different words—the same ones that were 
identified on phonological grounds.  In contrast, the morphemes [yagaw], [ega] and [s] cannot be 
reordered in Mohawk, but must appear in this sequence, confirming that these morphemes form a 
single word.  Similarly, no reordering of the string in (17a) will yield a coherent and 
understandable expression in Mohawk, confirming that this long string consists of one word 
only. 

In addition tests related to movement and rearrangement, another syntactic criterion for word-
hood is distributional. For example, in English certain verbs can take only a single Noun Phrase 
(NP) as a direct object (see (25a-b)). An attempt to put two nouns or noun phrases in the direct 
object position yields an unacceptable string (see (25c-d)).  

(25) a. I saw a ski.  
 b. I saw a toboggan.   
 c. *I saw [a ski toboggan]  
 d. *I saw [a ski] [a toboggan]. 

Contrast the examples in (25c-d) with (26), where the occurrence of two noun roots is fully 
acceptable.  This is precisely because the two roots together count as a single word (a compound) 
for the puposes of syntax. 

(26)  I saw [NP a snowboard] / [NP a snow-shovel] / [NP a snow fence] etc… 

While criteria like these can be used to justify our intuitions about what is a complete word, as 
opposed to a morpheme, the reader must be warned that there are some murky cases where our 
intuitions begin to break down. This happens particularly when phonological criteria for 
wordhood and syntactic criteria do not match up perfectly. Consider, for example, the underlined 
string in (27). Phonologically, this is pronounced as [hæts], with voicing assimilation affecting 
the underlying voiced z of the copular verb /ɪz/, changing it into the corresponding voiceless 
sound [s] to match the voicelessness of the preceding sound [t]. This suggests that from a 
phonological perspective, the string is a word. But we find ourselves in real trouble if we try to 
build our theory of syntax on words of this sort—the two pieces hat and s belong to independent 
syntactic constituents (the former is a part of a prepositional phrase, modifying the subject, while 
the latter is the finite verb). 

(27) The man with the hat’s my brother.  

Elements like the ‘s in (27) are sometimes called clitics; this term refers to things that count as 
independent words in the syntax but not in the phonology.  We put such elements aside in this 
text, believing them to be subject to a different set of principles altogether. 
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Fortunately, we need not start our investigation in the grey areas. There is more than enough 
material of interest in the clear cases on which speakers agree that we can begin to develop our 
theory based on the clear cases. If it turns out that we do discover properties that distinguish 
word-internal composition from word-external composition, then we can use these properties to 
determine which way the questionable cases fall. 

In conclusion, we see that there are phonological and syntactic criteria for word-hood. When 
these criteria coincide, as in the Mohawk examples above, speakers have robust intuitions about 
words in their language. It is not always the case that the intuitions coincide so neatly. There are 
cases in which the phonological and syntactic criteria conflict, and in these cases, intuitions 
sometimes break down. Likewise, especially in the area of compounding, English orthography 
can often be very misleading. In some languages, like Mandarin Chinese, word boundaries are 
simply not indicated. All of these considerations produce grey areas which should ultimately be 
brought within the scope of the investigation.  But there is ample material to work with even if 
we restrict ourselves to the relatively clear cases where the phonological and/or syntactic criteria 
can give us an independent classification.  

1.2.2 Morpheme segmentation 

The starting point for morphological analysis is to segment a string of sounds into morphemes. 
The means for doing this is distributional, and there are two tools that we use in doing a 
distributional analysis.  One of these we used implicitly in segmenting the English strings above, 
the other one becomes more important in looking at data from an unfamiliar language. Consider 
the following words from different languages which may or may not be familiar (some 
phonological processes have been suppressed in (23b)). 

(23) a. Inuktitut: tuktu ‘caribou’ 
   tuktusiuqtuŋa ‘I am seeking caribou’ (e.g., hunting) 

 b.  qukiuti ‘gun’ 
   qukiutisiuqtuŋa ‘I am seeking guns’ 

Are these words simple or complex? Without knowing anything more about the languages in 
question, we may hypothesize that the second word in each pair is complex. The grounds for this 
hypothesis is that we see (or at least we think we do) the first word in each pair contained inside 
the second word.  

It is important at this point to recall that when we say that we see the “word” tuktu inside the 
word tuktusiuqtuŋa, what we observe is not just the same string of sounds, but the same 
correspondence between phonology and semantics, between sound and meaning.  The sounds 
/tuktu/ are present in the sounds /tuktusiuqtuŋa/ and the meaning ‘caribou’ is present in the 
meaning ‘I am seeking a caribou’.  Because of this, we can be fairly confident of our hypothesis, 
assuming that the data given are representative of Inuktitut generally.  

The nature of what we have just done is the same as what we did in English; we have identified a 
recurring correspondence between phonology and semantics, and we may therefore posit 
hypothetical morphemes, as in (24). 
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(24) Some tentative Inuktitut morphemes: 

Label  a.“tuktu”  b. “qukiuti”  c. “siuqtuŋa” 
phonology:  /tuktu/  /qukiuti/  /siuqtuŋa/ 
semantics:  CARIBOU  GUN  I AM 

SEEKING X 

It is important to stress that the positing of morphemes in this manner constitutes a hypothesis; 
the best we can do given the data to hand. As theoretical linguists, we make hypotheses of this 
sort based on the data available, and then use these hypotheses to develop further questions, for 
example, to identify further data that will be relevant to our analysis. And we must always be 
open to the possibility that our initial hypothesis may be in need of revision.  

Not surprisingly, hypotheses made on the basis of a very limited array of data are far less reliable 
than those based on a large-scale study of a language. For example, it turns out that we are 
correct in isolating tuktu as a simple word and thus a morpheme in (24a), but the following 
Inuktitut words should lead us to revise our hypothesis concerning (24b). 

(25) qukiuti ‘gun’  qukiqtara ‘I shot it’ 

 titirauti ‘pencil’ titiraqtara ‘I wrote it’ 

Applying our segmentation here will yield the conclusion that qukiuti is itself morphologically 
complex. Both the word ‘gun’ and the word ‘I shot it’ start with the same sequence of sounds 
/quki/.  There is also a relationship between their meanings, which is not immediately obvious 
from the form of the English translations, but emerges once one realizes that a gun is used for 
shooting.  And we find the same relationship between other pairs, such as ‘pencil’ and ‘I wrote 
it’: both start with the sounds /titira/ and there is a shared element of meaning, because a pencil is 
something used for writing, just as a gun is something used for shooting.  On the basis of this, we 
would remove the lexical entry in (24b) and replace it with the two in (26). 

(26) Revised Inuktitut morphemes: 

Label  a.“quki”  b. “uti”  
phonology:  /quki/  /uti/  
semantics:  SHOOT  INSTRUMENT 

FOR X-ING 
 

Note that the data point quite clearly to the fact that the words for gun and pencil in Inuktitut are 
bi-morphemic (complex), even though they are mono-morphemic (simple) in English. It is 
important not to fall into the trap of assuming that there should be a one-to-one correspondence 
between the morphemes in one language and the morphemes in another. Quite often, this is not 
the case and what might be expressed as a single morpheme in one language may take a string of 
morphemes or words to translate in another.  (There is of course another morpheme, /qtara/, 
meaning something like ‘I did it’ found in the examples in the right hand column in (30).) 
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It will turn out that (24c) is also internally complex (containing possibly as many as four 
morphemes, depending on the analysis!), and so when we have enough to identify and isolate 
these, we would revise our analysis accordingly.  

1.2.3 More segmenting 

The following table gives you some practice in segmenting, and in making hypotheses about 
morphemes. Though we will discuss the data immediately below, we suggest that you work 
through the data on your own first, then check your hypotheses against the discussion that 
follows.  Morphology is best learned by doing it! 

(27) Some Inuktitut words   
  

iγluγa my house iγlumi in a house iγluʁdʒuaq 
iγluŋa her house iγlutut like a house umiaʁdʒuaq   big boat 
uiγa my husband uitut like a husband umialik someone with 

uiŋa her husband tupiqtut like a tent  a boat 

nunaγa my land paniktut  like a daughter uilik someone with 

qukiutiγa  my gun aγγaktut  like a hand  a husband 
nunait your land nunakkut across the land umilik someone with 
 aputikkut across the 

snow 
 a beard 

Let’s begin by looking at the four cells in the top left-hand corner. Is there a recurring string of 
sounds and a corresponding recurring meaning in these four forms? The answer is clearly yes: 
the string /iγlu/ and the meaning HOUSE are common to all four forms. Can we make an 
even stronger claim looking through the remainder of the table? Yes, in fact we can say that the 
phonological string /iγlu/ occurs in all the forms meaning HOUSE (for example, the word 
meaning ‘big house’ in the top right corner), and in only those forms. An “all and only” pairing 
of this sort is the strongest basis on which to hypothesize a morpheme.  We thus hypothesize the 
following lexical entry: 

(28) An Inuktitut morpheme: 

Label  igloo     
phonology:  /iγlu/     

semantics:  HOUSE     

Note that the morpheme “igloo” in each of its occurrences in our table is followed by additional 
phonological material. When we collect together all the words that contain the morpheme 
“igloo”, and factor out the remainders (both in terms of sound and meaning) we are left with the 
mini-table in (29). 

(29) 
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____γa my ____ ____mi in a ____ ___ʁdʒuaq big ___ 
____ŋa her ____ ____tut like a ____  

By factoring out the sound-meaning correspondence /iγlu/ = HOUSE, we are left with a set 
of further sound-meaning correspondences, which are good candidates for additional 
morphemes. The next step is then to examine the remainder of the data to see if these recur. Four 
of the five pairings do show up in other forms, and again, we are able to identify ‘all and only’ 
correspondences. Thus, all and only those words ending in the sequence /γa/ contain the 
meaning ‘my’, all and only those words ending in the sequence /ʁdʒuaq/ contain the meaning 
‘big’, and so on.  We may therefore confidently hypothesize that these sequences are morphemes 
and posit lexical entries accordingly. Note that doing so allows us to factor out these pieces from 
other examples, and we are able to isolate, for example the pairing /nuna/=‘land’ from the 
word nunaγa ‘my land’ minus the morpheme /γa/=‘my’. This process can be continued 
throughout the table. 

Now, one of the pairings in (29) occurs only once in the data set, specifically the pairing /mi/= 
‘in a’. Are we justified on the basis of one example in positing a morpheme? Keeping in mind 
that our analysis is always open to revision on the basis of further data, within the data set as 
presented we are justified in positing a morpheme here by the process of elimination. We know 
that the word iγlumi means ‘in a house’ and we are fairly confident that the string /iγlu/ 
contributes the meaning ‘house’ to this word. The residue of sound and the residue of meaning 
that coincide are thus /mi/=‘in a’, and we have no indication that there is any problem with 
assuming this pairing to be a morpheme.  After all, even though there is only one data point, it 
does satisfy the ‘all and only’ criterion: there are no other word-final mi sequences, so there are 
none that lack the meaning ‘in a’. Nor are there any other words containing the meaning ‘in a’, 
so there are none that do not contain the sounds /mi/.  Not only are we justified in proposing this 
morpheme, it is the most reasonable hypothesis on the basis of the data available.  

There are some other points which can be established on the basis of the data in this table. For 
example, the segmentation process outlined above would lead you to posit morphemes for which 
the meaning components are ‘boat’ and ‘beard’. Let’s focus on the second one. The meaning 
‘beard’ occurs only in one form, namely umilik ‘someone with a beard’. The string /lik/ 
though is identifiable as corresponding to the meaning ‘someone with a’, on the basis of its 
occurrence in umialik ‘someone with a boat’ and uilik ‘someone with a husband’.  
(Moreover, for the latter, we can independently confirm that /ui/ corresponds to the meaning 
‘husband’, given the form uiŋa ‘her husband’.)  Therefore, by deduction, we arrive at the 
correlation of sound and meaning /umi/=‘beard’. Now, we check this conclusion by asking: 
Does this phonological string occur in all and only the forms meaning ‘beard’?  

This time, the answer happens to be no. While the phonological string /umi/ occurs in all the 
forms containing the meaning ‘beard’ (of which there is only one), the phonological string also 
occurs in all the forms containing the meaning ‘boat’, namely umialik ‘someone with a boat’ 
and umiaRdʒuaq ‘someone with a boat’. This should remind us of the English examples pit 
and spit. A recurring phonological string is not by itself of interest to us as morphologists. What 
is of interest is regular correspondences of sound and meaning. There is no apparent overlap in 
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meaning between beards and boats, and thus, it is unlikely that this is any more significant than 
the fact that both words begin with the sound /b/ in English. Put another way, if the string 
/umia/ meaning ‘boat’ was analyzed as the morpheme /umi/ = ‘beard’, what meaning 
could we assign to the remainder /a/ such that meaning plus ‘beard’ yields the meaning ‘boat’? 
We cannot say dogmatically that such a morpheme is completely impossible, but it is certainly 
highly implausible.  In the absence of compelling evidence to the contrary, this should be treated 
as a case of partial homophony—a coincidental overlap in phonological representations of two 
distinct morphemes.  

Quick quiz: 

Segment the following into morphemes. How many of them contain a morpheme with the 
phonological representation /ʌn/? 

(30) unfaithful unlawful untreated untouched 

  unthinkable unhappy unable uncle  

  untied until unsuspecting unpretentious 

  underwear undershirt unprepared underprepared  

Summing up, the list of morphemes that we should have posited on the basis of the Inuktitut data 
in (27) is given in (31).  

(31) a. 
Label  igloo  husband  land  gun 
phon:  /iγlu/  /ui/  /nuna/  /qukiuti 

sem:  HOUSE  HUSBAND  LAND  GUN 
 

Label  boat  tent  daughter  hand 
phon:  /umia/  /tupiq/  /panik/  /aγγak/ 
sem:  BOAT  TENT  DAUGHTER  HAND 

 
Label  snow  beard  
phon:  /aputi/  /umi/  
sem:  SNOW  BEARD  

 

 b.  
Label  my  her  your  in 
phon:  /γa/  /ŋa/  /it/  /mi/ 

sem:  MY  HER  YOUR  IN A 
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Label  like  across  big  s.o. with 
phon:  /tut/  /kkut/  /ʁdʒuaq/  /lik/ 

sem:  LIKE A  ACROSS  BIG  SOMEONE 
WITH A 

We have divided the list in (31) into two groups—the roots and the affixes—for  reasons that we 
will discuss in the next section. Some points worth noticing about the morphemes we have 
posited are: 

(a) Morpheme boundaries do not necessarily correspond to other linguistic divisions such 
as syllable boundaries.  For example, the Inuktitut word for ‘big house’ which is 
divided syllabically as: /iγluʁ.dʒuaq/ but morphologically as /iγlu-ʁdʒuaq/.  

(b) A single morpheme in one language may correspond to (be translated by) more than 
one morpheme—or even more than one word—in another language.  For example, the 
meaning associated with the Inuktitut phonological string /lik/ is expressed in 
English as the entire expression ‘someone with a’, consisting of four distinct 
morphemes.  An example in the other direction is English gun, which corresponds to 
the complex Inuktitut word qukiuti ‘shoot-tool’, as discussed above. 

(c) We have been careful to refer to the lexical entries in (31) as morphemes and not as 
words.  We have talked about the Inuktitut word iγluγa ‘my house’ but that we have 
not posited an Inuktitut word meaning ‘house’ but only an Inuktitut morpheme meaning 
‘house’. We will see why this distinction is important in the next subsection. 

1.2.4 Words and Roots 

While we are confident on the basis of the data that we have examined so far that the Inuktitut 
phonological string /iγlu/ means ‘house’, and while house is a word in English, we have not 
yet seen any evidence that the corresponding string can be a word in Inuktitut. In fact, it can be, 
but it is important not to be too hasty in assuming this, because in many languages, morphemes 
that correspond to words in English are unable to stand on their own. Consider the following 
examples from Ojibwa, an Algonquian language spoken in Canada and the US. 

(32) nidoon ‘my mouth’ nigwis ‘my son’ niʒiʃibim 'my duck' 

 gidoon ‘your mouth’ gigwis ‘your son’ giʒiʃibim ‘your duck’ 

 *doon (mouth) *gwis (son)  ʒiʃip ‘duck' 

Based on the first two lines, we can easily identify morphemes corresponding to the English 
words my, your, mouth and son. Nevertheless, the morphemes meaning ‘mouth’ and ‘son’ cannot 
stand on their own as words (whereas the morpheme meaning ‘duck’ can). In Ojibwa (and many 
other languages) these morphemes can only occur in complex words containing other 
morphemes, for example, possessors. 
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Morphemes with this behavior are called bound roots. They may form the basis for a well-
formed word, but they cannot stand on their own as words. Bound morphemes are quite common 
in the verbal systems of various languages. Indeed, the ability to use the bare stem of a verb as 
the infinitive is somewhat of a typological oddity of Modern English within the Indo-European 
family. More typical is the case of Spanish, illustrated by the data in (38).  Segmenting this data 
allows us to easily isolate the Spanish morphemes corresponding to the English verbs speak and 
live (habl and viv, respectively), but as (33c) indicates, these morphemes absolutely cannot stand 
on their own as verbs. They must always occur in combination with other morphemes, and 
hence, we refer to these morphemes as bound.  

(33) Spanish (rough paraphrases): 

 a. habl-ar 'to speak' (infinitive) viv-ir 'to live' (infinitive) 

 b. habl-o 'I speak' viv-o 'I live' 
 habl-as 'you speak' viv-es 'you live' 
 habl-ábamos 'we were speaking' viv-íamos 'we were living' 
 habl-aríamos 'If we spoke' viv-iríamos 'If we lived' 
 habl-a 'Speak!' viv-e 'Live!' 
 
 c. *habl  *viv 

Nor is this phenomenon unique to verbs. Adjectives and even nouns in Spanish often consist of 
bound roots; they must be combined minimally with a vowel that indicates gender: 

(34) a. Nouns 

  perr-o ‘dog’ (Masc.) perr-a ‘dog’ (Fem) 

  perr-o-s ‘dogs’ (Masc) perr-a-s ‘dogs’ (Fem) 

  *perr Not a word. 

 b. Adjectives 

  roj-o ‘red’ (Masc, Sg) roj-a ‘red’ (Fem, Sg) 

  roj-o-s ‘red’ (Masc, Pl) roj-a-s ‘red’ (Fem, Pl) 

  *roj Not a word. 

Our principles of segmentation allow us to identify a noun root perr meaning ‘dog’, and an 
adjective root roj meaning ‘red’. These are morphemes of Spanish, and thus have lexical entries. 
But they are not words of Spanish, and thus constitute bound roots. 
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In fact, English contains a certain number of bound roots as well, even though they are not 
characteristic of the English language as a whole, the way they are of Spanish.  (40) gives some 
examples of bound roots in English: 

(35)  Not *scissor but scissors, scissor-kick, scissor-hands … \ 
  Not *capt but capture, captive, captor 
 Not *nat but nature, native, natal, innate, … 
   Not *kempt  but unkempt, well-kempt 

Why are these not “traps” (false morphemes) like the un in understated, or Inuktitut umi, umia?  
One reason is that in these words, the prefixes and suffixes seem to have their normal meaning.  
For example, the /z/ at the end of scissors seems to be a normal plural /z/; notice that the word is 
treated as grammatically plural in English, even though it refers to only a single tool: we say 
Those scissors are really sharp, not That scissors is really sharp.   Similarly, un still seems to 
have its normal meaning of ‘not’ (unenviable, undecided, unfair, unsaid) seen in words like in 
unkempt, as contrasted with well-kempt.  Thus it is desirable to say that it is the same morpheme, 
even though the root kempt is not used by itself in English.  In other words, kempt and scissor are 
bound roots in English.  Finally (and importantly), these roots seem to make a fairly consistent 
contribution to the overall meanings of the words that they appear in, even though it is a bit 
trickier to say clearly and precisely what that meaning is, since the morpheme cannot stand on its 
own.  Nevertheless, to the extent that this is true, the bound roots in (40) meet our definition of a 
morpheme: they have consistent sounds and consistent (although perhaps rather vague) 
meanings.  They thus qualify as morphemes in good standing. 

1.3 Roots and Affixes 

So far we have made a distinction between words and morphemes, but we have not drawn any  
clear distinction between different sorts of morphemes.  There is, however, a very important 
distinction to be drawn: some morphemes are categorized as roots, whereas others are 
categorized as affixes.   Affixes in turn come in (at least) two types: prefixes and suffixes.  Let us 
now try to be as explicit as we can about the nature of these distinctions. 

The distinction between root and affix is based on the intuition that in morphologically complex 
words like dogs, teacher, and unclear, the two morphemes that make up the word are not of 
equal status.  The morpheme dog and the morpheme s are similar in that both are consistent 
pairings of sound and meaning.  But there is a sense that the complex word dogs is built from the 
morpheme dog by adding s to it, and not the other way around.  It would seem very strange to 
say that dog is added to s to make dogs.  Similarly, we want to say that er is added to teach to 
make teacher, and un is added to clear to make unclear, and not vice versa.  In each of these 
cases, we call the morpheme that provides the starting point for word formation the root, and the 
morpheme that is seen as being added to the root as the affix.  An affix that is added at the 
beginning is a prefix; an affix that is added at the end is a suffix. 

Our intuitions about what is root and what is affix are particularly robust in these examples 
because the affixes are bound morphemes, whereas the roots are not.  In other words, dog, teach, 
and clear are all words in their own right in English, whereas there is no word s, er, or un.  This 
simple observation is very relevant to the distinction between root and affix.  The core idea of a 
root is a morpheme that can form the basis (the starting point) for making a well-formed word.  It 
is natural, then, to say that every well-formed word must contain at least one root.   
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(41) Every word must contain a root. 

This seems to be correct.  Not only is impossible for a single affix to constitute a word; it is even 
impossible for a collection of affixes to constitute a word in the absence of a root.  Hence, the 
combinations on the left side of are well-formed words in English, but the combinations on the 
right side are not. 

(42) a. re-attach-ment, but  *re-ment. 

 b. in-san-ity  but  *in-ity 

 c. de-nation-al-iz-ation but *de-al-iz-ation. 

Since re, in, and de are prefixes, they must be attached at the beginning of something.  But that 
simplistic requirement is met in impossible forms like rement, as well as in existing forms like 
reattachment.  Similarly, ment is a suffix and must be attached to the end of something, but that 
requirement is also met in rement as well as in reattachment.   The point is that affixes must be 
attached to roots—or to previously formed combinations root plus affix, which we may call 
stems.  Roots, then, are the essential bases of well-formed words, as stated in (41) and illustrated 
in (42).  We use the additional term stem as defined in (43). 

(43) a. All roots are stems. 

 b. The combination of a root and one or more affixes is also a stem. 

 c. Affixes must attach to stems. 

 d. Prefixes must attach to the beginning of a stem; suffixes must attach at the end of a  

  stem. 

If this is correct, then (41) must be satisfied by simple, one-morpheme words as well.  It follows 
that any free morpheme must be a root.  We are therefore justified in concluding from the fact 
that dog is a well-formed word in English (and s is not), that dog is the root of the word dogs, 
whereas s is an affix. 

This simple reasoning does not always work, however, because of the existence of bound roots, 
discussed at the end of the last section.  Consider, for example, scissors.  We know that this is 
morphologically complex; it consists of the morphemes scissor and s.  But neither of these can 
be used by itself; both are bound morphemes.  How then can we tell which is a root and which is 
an affix in this example?   The obvious way to proceed in this case is to analyze the problematic 
example scissors by analogy with the simple example dogs.  Since dog is the root and s is the 
affix in dogs, it is reasonable to say that scissor is the root and s is the affix in scissors as well.  
Slightly more precisely, we know that dog is a root from the existence of the word dog.  We are 
then free to treat s as an affix, pursuing the idea that s cannot be a word itself, nor could it be 
made into a word simply by adding affixes to it.   But if s is an affix in dogs, then it must be an 
affix in scissors as well, since it is the same morpheme in both cases.  Now scissors must contain 
a root by (41), but s is not a root; therefore scissor must be.  By the same reasoning, kempt must 
be the root of unkempt, because un is known to be the affix in unclear, and nat must be the root 
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of nature because ure is the affix and not the root in words like departure and closure (formed 
from the verb roots depart and close).  Note that there is an asymmetry here: if a morpheme is a 
free morpheme, we can safely conclude that it is a root, but if a morpheme is a bound morpheme, 
we cannot conclude that it is an affix.  That requires a more comprehensive analysis—for 
example, comparison with other forms that have the same morphemes, as sketched here. 

Even the technique outlined in the preceding paragraph does not always work to reveal the 
difference between bound roots and affixes, however.  The reason that it works well in English is 
because many roots are free morphemes.  Hence for any word like scissors or unkempt that 
contains a bound root, there are very likely to be comparable words (like dogs and unclear) that 
contains free roots that it can be compared with.  But that will not be the case in the (many) 
languages like Spanish in which most or all of the roots are bound roots.  Consider, for example, 
the word comer ‘to eat’, which consists of com ‘eat’ and er ‘infinitive’.  Which of these is the 
root and which is the affix?  There are many words that we can compare these with: comprend-er 
‘to understand’, xxx, and xxx all have the same morpheme er; com-o ‘I eat’ and com-íamos ‘we 
were eating’ have the same morpheme com.  But making comparisons like this will never lead us 
to a free morpheme *comprend or *iamos that we can use to decide which is the root and which 
is the affix in a principled way. 

In some of these cases, we can make progress by paying more attention to exactly what it means 
to be an affix.  We introduced the familiar terms prefix and suffix briefly in (43d) above, but 
there is something worth pausing over here.  The division of affixes into prefixes and suffix 
seems to be exhaustive.  In other words, virtually every affix is either consistently a prefix or 
consistently a suffix. (We consider some possible exceptions in chapter E.)  Not only must an 
affix like /s/ attach to a stem (which either is root, or contains a root somewhere inside it), but it 
must attach to the end of that stem.  We do not have a free choice between packs and spack as 
the plural of pack in English; only the first one is possible.  Similarly, we do not have a choice 
between unclear and clearun as the negative form of the adjective clear, and we can do 
something, and we can redo it, but we cannot do-re it. It need not have been like this.  Whether a 
given morpheme is a prefix or a suffix is unpredictable information that any competent English 
speaker knows about the English language, so this information belongs in the lexical entry for 
that morpheme.  We therefore add a new cell to our lexical entries, one labeled “attachment 
properties”.  Some sample lexical entries with this addition look like this: 

 (44) Expanded English lexical entries: 

Label  “-er”  “un-”  “-able” 
phonology:  /ər/  /ʌn/  /ʌbəl/ 
semantics: 
 
 
 
attachment 
properties: 

 ‘one who does 
X’  

X = verb 
 

attaches to the 
end of (verb) 

stems 

 ‘not X’  
X = Adjective 

 
 

Attaches at 
the beginning 
of (adj) stems 

 ‘able to be 
X-ed’ 

X = verb 
 

Attaches at the 
end of (verb) 

stems 

This is information that we need to include as part of our morphological theory in any case.  (In 
fact, we will see in the next chapter that the attachment properties of an affix are usually more 
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detailed than this; they can be specified as coming after (or before) a stem of a particular 
category (noun, verb, or adjective), or to a particular subtype of that category.  But this is enough 
to get started.)  But roots will not have any such statement in their lexical entries.  The expanded 
lexical entry of a root will look as follows. 

(45) More expanded English lexical entries: 

Label  “dog”  “fish”  “teach” 
phonology:  /dɑg/  /fɪʃ/  /tijtʃ/ 
semantics: 
 
attachment 
properties: 

 DOG 
 

--- 

 FISH 
 

-- 

 TEACH 
 

-- 

Now we can take this difference in attachment properties as providing our definition of what an 
affixes and roots are, as follows: 

(46) a. An affix is a  morpheme with consistent attachment properties. 

 b. A root is a morpheme which is not an affix. 

In other words, a root is a morpheme that does not have consistent, well-defined attachment 
properties.  

The definitions in (46) can sometimes be used to decide what is a root and what is an affix even 
when there are no free roots to compare the morphemes to.  For example, consider the following 
set of related words in English: 

 
(47) a. nat-ure, *nat(e), *ure 
 b. nat-ion 
 c. nat-al 
 d. nat-ive 
 e. in-nate 

Suppose we wanted to decide which was the root in nature, nat or ure, and (as a result of brain 
freeze) we could not find any words with free roots to compare it too.  Then we make some trial 
hypotheses.  First we hypothesize that nat is a prefix and ure is a root.  Then nat should have 
consistent attachment properties and ure should not.  But this is incorrect: nat does not have 
consistent attachment properties.  In nature and nation, nat combines with a noun-like 
morpheme (ure and ion), but in natal and native it combines with adjective-like morphemes (al 
and ive).  Even more strikingly, we would need to say that nat is a prefix, but that won’t work for 
the related word innate; here if anything nate would be a suffix, not a prefix.  That is an 
inconsistent conclusion.  In contrast, suppose we try the opposite hypothesis, that nat is a root 
and ure is an affix.  Then nat does not need to have consistent attachment properties, and indeed 
it does not.  ure does have to have consistent attachment properties, and fortunately it does: it is 
always a suffix.  We have words like depart-ure, clos-ure, and seiz-ure, but not words like ure-
depart or ure-close.  (More specifically, ure is a suffix that attaches consistently to verb stems… 
and to bound roots.)  Thus, we have a principled reason for deciding which morpheme is the root 
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and which is the affix that does not depend on either of them being a free morpheme.  This line 
of reasoning also applies to scissors: we can very well say that s consistently suffixes to noun 
roots, but we cannot say that scissor consistently prefixes to plural markers; that would be false 
for well-formed compounds like scissor-kick and scissor-blade.  And this criterion can even be 
generalized to Spanish examples like com-er. The morpheme er always follows a verb stem, but 
the morpheme com does not always precede an infinitival marker.  Indeed, it doesn’t even have 
to come before a tense morpheme; the root com is also used in derived words like com-ida 
‘meal’, and com-edor ‘dining room’, in which nothing like a tense marker is present.  Er has 
consistent attachment properties and com does not, therefore er is the affix and com is the root. 

It might seem to you that we are belabored the obvious.  Can’t we just say that the root is the 
morpheme that has the bulk of the meaning?  Surely it is significant that com has most of the 
meaning of the word comer ‘to eat’, whereas er means at most to (whatever that means in 
English infinitives).  There is certainly a grain of truth in this, and often it will give the right 
results.  But as a theoretical definition, it is inadequate because it is neither fully applicable nor 
fully reliable. Taking it as our definition would mean that we would have to have a clear way to 
measure the “amount of meaning” that a given morpheme has, and it is not clear in general how 
to do this.  (Which word has more meaning: dog or run?)  And worse still, some languages have 
dummy roots, which mean nothing, but which have only the purpose of holding up affixes, 
where the affixes carry all the meaning of the word.  An example comes from Inuktitut.  All 
verbs are bound roots in Inuktitut, so the smallest well-formed verb has at least two morphemes, 
the verb itself and a marker of mood and subject agreement: 

(48) anijuŋa I leave anivit you leave *ani ‘leave’  *ju•a ‘I’ 
 takujuŋa I see takuvit you see *taku ‘see’  *vit ‘you’ 
 nirijuŋa I eat nirivit you eat *niri ‘eat’ 
 isumajuŋa I think isumavit you think *isuma ‘think’ 

Inuktitut also has many suffixes that add to verbal stems; these may have meanings that are 
comparable to independent verb roots in English.2 

 
(49)   takujumajuŋa ‘I want to see’ takujumavit ‘you want to see’ 
 nirigasuaqtuŋa ‘I tried to eat’ nirigasuaqpit ‘you tried to eat’ 
 takugasuaqtuŋa ‘I tired to see’ takugasuaqpit ‘you tired to see’ 
 nirijumajuŋa ‘I want to eat’ nirijumavit ‘you want to eat’ 

However, one can tell that these are not independent verb roots in Inuktitut, because they cannot 
be used with only a tense-mood inflection, as the examples in (48) can be.  Rather, juma ‘want’ 
and gasuaq ‘try’ must always follow a verb stem—a consistent attachment property that proves 
that they are affixes. 

 
(50)   *jumajuŋa ‘I want’ *jumavit ‘you want’ 
 *gasuaqtuŋa ‘I am trying’ *gasuaqpit ‘you are trying’ 

                                                 

2 Sometimes the tense-agreement morphemes here show up as juŋa and vit; other times they show up as tuŋa and 
pit.  This is discussed in detail in the next section. 
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However, examples like (51) are grammatical.   

 
(51)   pijumajuŋa ‘I want’ pijumavit ‘you want’ 
 pigasuaqtuŋa ‘I am trying’ pigasuaqpit ‘you are trying’ 

These have approximately the same meaning as (51), but the morpheme pi has been included, so 
that juma ‘want’ and gasuaq ‘try’ have something to affix to.  Since virtually all of the meaning 
of (51) can be attributed to the affixes, pi must have little or no meaning.  And yet it must be a 
root, because it is used in word structures in a way that is parallel to known roots like taku ‘see’ 
in (49) (compare the discussion of scissor and kempt above).  We conclude that it is not always 
true that the root bears most of the meaning of a complex word.  More generally, then, the idea 
that “X must be the root because it has more meaning than the other morpheme” is not perfectly 
reliable.  It should only be used as a heuristic, “if all else fails”—in other words, if the available 
data has no other indication of a formal asymmetry between two bound morphemes.  
Morphology is a formal system for creating new words based on certain general principles; those 
words have meanings, but the meanings don’t necessarily determine how the system works. 

To summarize this section, here are our working definitions of the various types of morphemes, 
gathered together in one place: 

Morpheme: The smallest meaningful unit of grammar. 

Affix: A morpheme with well-defined attachment properties. 

Prefix: An affix which attaches to the left of the root of a stem. 
Suffix: An affix which attaches to the right of the root of a stem. 

Root: A morpheme which is not an affix. 

Free Root: A morpheme that can be used as a simple word.  
Bound Root: A root which is not a word. 

Stem: a root or a combination of root and affixes 

Word: A string of sounds that forms a coherent unit for principles of phonology 
and syntax, such that it can stand on its own.  

 Simple word:  A word which has just one morpheme. 

 Complex word: A word made up of more than one morpheme. 

This completes our survey of the different types of morphemes and the important larger units 
that can be built of them.  Before we are ready to begin the theory of morphology proper, 
however, there is one more practical issue that we must face before we can make progress on 
anything but the simplest morphological data—the issue of allomorphy. 
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1.4 Allomorphy and Phonology 

1.4.1 Morphophonemics and Underlying Representations 

It is very common for a complication to arise when trying to identify the morphemes in a 
language.  To see a simple example of this kind of complication, consider the following 
examples from English and try to identify the plural morpheme, using the kind of reasoning we 
have employed so far.  (Note that the examples are crucially given in phonetic transcription, not 
in ordinary English orthography.) 
(52)  sg. pl. sg. pl. 
 a. kæt kæts perəkit perəkits 
  dak  daks stæmp stæmps 
 b.  dag  dagz  hawnd hawndz 
  dɛn dɛnz stænd stændz 
 c. bʌs  bʌsɨz  bʌz bʌzɨz 
  tʃərtʃ tʃərtʃɨz  garaʒ garaʒɨz 
 
The examples in (52a) are straightforward.  The forms in the singular column are simple, one 
morpheme words.  The examples in the plural column have an additional element of meaning—
they mean “more than one of __”—and they have an additional element of sound, the voiceless 
alveolar fricative [s].  So it seems straightforward to infer that English has a morpheme with the 
sound [s] and the meaning PLURAL.  The complications begin when one considers the examples 
in (42b).  Exactly the same reasoning leads to the conclusion that English has a morpheme with 
the sound [z] (a voiced alveolar fricative) and the meaning PLURAL.  This is a different sound-
meaning correspondence than the first one.  In other words, we might say that [s] and [z] are 
synonyms in English—morphemes with different sounds but the same meaning—just as gnu and 
wildebeest are synonyms.  The examples in (52c) further complicate the picture; they seem to 
show that there is a third morpheme in English that means plural, this one with the sound [ɨz].  
We could write lexical entries for these three morphemes in our standard format as follows: 
 
(53) 

phonology a. = [s] b. = [z] c. = [ɨz] 
meaning plural plural plural 
position suffix suffix suffix 
selection attaches to 

(some) nouns 
attaches to 
(some) nouns 

attaches to 
(some) nouns 

category  N N N 

But this seems like the wrong approach, for several reasons.  First, note that the three morphemes 
are identical in every respect except for their sounds.  Not only are their meanings the same, but 
so are their categories and their attachment properties.  Second, even their sounds are not very 
different. To see this, it is important to think in terms of phonological distinctive features.  We 
use distinct symbols for [s] and [z], but in terms of phonological features the two are almost 
identical: they are both obstruents, both fricatives, and they have the same alveolar place of 
articulation.  The two sounds differ in one feature only: [z] is a voiced sound, made with 
vibration of the vocal cords, whereas [s] is a voiceless sound, made without such vibration.  The 
two sounds are actually as similar as they can be without being identical.  [ɨz] is also nearly the 
same as [z]: the consonantal part is identical, and it differs only in having an almost featureless 
unstressed vowel added.  So everything about these three putatively different morphemes is the 
same except the sounds, and even those are almost the same. 
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Next let us refine what is meant in each lexical entry by the selection property “attaches to some 
nouns”.  Notice that there is no free choice here; for each noun on the list—and for almost every 
other native noun of English—there is one and only one of the plural morphemes that can be 
attached.  For [kæt], the plural is [kæts], never [kætz] or [kætɨz]; for [dag], we have [dagz] but 
not [dags] or [dagɨz]; for [bʌs]there is [bʌsɨz], not [bʌsz]or [bʌss]. In short, the three 
surface forms are in what is called complementary distribution.   
 
Even more significantly, there is a general rule that determines which “morpheme” goes with 
which roots.  This rule can also be seen by thinking in terms of phonological features.  All of the 
roots which take the [ɨz] form of the plural have in common the fact that they end in a sound that 
is coronal (made with the blade of the tongue) and a fricative (ends in a continuant phase).  So 
words that end in the sounds [s], [z], [ʃ], [ʒ], [tʃ] or [dʒ] all take the [ɨz] form of the plural.  The 
roots that do not end in one of these sounds but take the [s] form of the plural also have 
something in common: they end in a voiceless sound (one that is not both coronal and a 
fricative).  Thus, words that end in [t], [k], [p], or [f] take the [s] form of the plural.  Finally, all 
other words—namely words that end in a vowel or a voiced consonant that is not coronal and 
fricative—take the [z] form of the plural.  These generalizations can be summarized as follows: 

(54) Condition 1: If the last segment of the stem is a coronal fricative, 
   then the plural suffix surfaces as [ɨz]. 

 Condition 2: If the last segment of the stem is voiceless, 
   then the plural suffix surfaces as [s]. 

 Elsewhere (i.e., when no other condition applies), 
   then the plural suffix surfaces as [z]. 
 
We can tell that these are general rules because if someone makes up a new word of English, say 
to market a new kind of product, we instantly know how to make the plural as long as we know 
what sound it ends in.  So if I try to sell you a [frɪn], and you are so impressed with my sales 
pitch that you want to order five, one for each member of your family, you immediately ask me 
for five [frɪnz], not for five [frɪns] or five [frɪnɨz].  In these circumstances, we say that the 
complementary distribution is phonologically conditioned.  This means that it is phonological 
notions that govern which form is used where. 
 
It is important to note in passing that the ordering of the conditions given above is important.  
For example, if condition 2 were applied before condition 1, the plural of church would come out 
as [tʃərtʃs], because the last sound in the root is voiceless.  And, of course if the last condition 
were applied first, then one would always get the [z] plural, and never anything else, given this 
formulation.  The conditions form a what is called a disjunctive rule block, meaning that you 
apply them one at a time, in a strict order, stopping as soon as one of the conditions is satisfied.  
We will see many such disjunctive rules as the course progresses. 
 
We now have all the ingredients we need to say that English has only one plural morpheme (that 
we have seen so far), but that one morpheme has multiple surface realizations, known as 
allomorphs (literally, “same morphemes”).  It is not the morphology of English that is complex 
here, but rather its phonology; the one morpheme undergoes phonological changes depending on 
the phonological properties of the root that it attaches to.  And indeed, it is not surprising that this 
should happen.  We know that roots and affixes are associated with phonological representations, 
because that is part of the definition of a morpheme.  Whenever a particular root and affix are 
joined together by morphology, these sounds come into contact with one another in a way that 
they weren’t before.  It is not at all surprising that phonology would sometimes step in and 
readjust the result sometimes, to make the combination easier to pronounce, to help it to conform 
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to the general phonological laws of the language, or for whatever other reasons phonology 
happens.  Returning the specific example of the plural in English, we say that there is only one 
plural morpheme, and hence only one lexical entry, which we can state as such: 

(55) Lexical Entry for (regular) plural suffix in English: 

 Phonology: /z/  The Underlying Representation “UR” 
 Position: suffix 
 Meaning: PLURAL 
 Attachment: Attaches to nouns 
 Cat. of Result: Noun 
 
In the “phonology” slot of the lexical entry appears only one of the surface forms, the one that 
constitutes the underlying representation of the morpheme—the sounds the morpheme has if 
no phonological rules apply.  This underlying representation is the same as the “elsewhere” case 
in the conditions mentioned above.  But of course this Lexical Entry alone is not a complete 
account of the data in (52); a full account of the data would include the lexical entries for each of 
the roots, the lexical entry for the suffix (55), and the phonological rules that affect how the 
plural morpheme is pronounced on the surface.  We can make these rules explicit as in (56), or 
their equivalent in some other phonological framework. 

(56) English phonology: 

 Rule1 Ø  ɨ / C  __z # where: C = coronal, fricative 

 Rule2 
  

coronal
+ voice

 

 
 

 

 
  

  

coronal
- voice

 

 
 

 

 
  / C  __ # where: C = [- voice] 

Aside: Following an old tradition in linguistics, in this text book we write phonological rules in 
the following format: 

  INPUT  OUTPUT /  Environment  (+conditions) 

The specification of the environment where the rule takes place will contain a “focus bar” (the 
underline __), which indicates the position of the input form in some larger environment. # is the 
special symbol for the end of the word.  Hence /C__# means that the change takes place after a 
consonant (with particular features) and before the end of a word. 

If you have had some exposure to phonology, you will recognize that these are fairly natural 
kinds of phonological rules to have, and rules like them are common in languages of the world.  
Rule 1 is a kind of epenthesis rule, which inserts a vowel in order to break up a sequence of two 
consonants that would be difficult to say.  [z] itself is a coronal fricative, and if it follows directly 
after another coronal fricative the sounds are too similar to be easily produced by the speaker or 
discriminated by the hearer, so a vowel is inserted.  And indeed English has no one-morpheme 
words in which [z] comes immediately after a sound like [s] or [ʃ].  Similarly, rule 2 is a kind of 
assimilation rule, which gives [z] the same voiceless quality as the consonant that comes just 
before it, making the word easier to pronounce.  Again, simple words in English obey this sound 
law too: there are single morpheme words like ‘box’ [baks] but none like [bakz].  This case of 
plural affixes in English then is a case of surface allomorphy—an apparent instance of 
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allomorphy that is derivable by phonological rule.  The lexical entry for the plural affix includes 
only the idiosyncratic information about that particular morpheme which is not predictable from 
other parts of grammar. For this reason, in the “phonology” part of the lexical entry, only the UR 
is given. 
 
The ultimate vindication of treating the variation in the plural as a phonological phenomenon 
rather than as a case of several synonymous affixes comes from the fact that other aspects of 
English show essentially the same behavior.  For example, in addition to the plural morpheme, 
English has a morpheme that marks the possessor of a noun phrase.  This possessive marker is 
clearly a different morpheme from the plural morpheme: it has a very different meaning, and 
somewhat different attachment properties.  But interestingly, it comes in exactly three forms: [s], 
[z], and [ɨz]: 

 (57) Possessive ’s: Nash’s [ɨz], Matt’s [s], Harold’s [z]  

These are exactly the same forms as the plural morpheme, and they show up in the same 
environments: [ɨz] after a coronal fricative like [ʃ], [s] after a voiceless consonant like [t], and [z] 
after a voiced consonant or vowel like [d].  English also has a third person singular present tense 
suffix.  This attaches to verbs, not nouns, and means singular, not plural, so it is a different 
morpheme.  But it demonstrates the very same surface allomorphy:   
 
(58) Third person singular  -s buzzes[ɨz], walks [s], plays [z] 
 
Finally, only slightly different is the regular past tense ending in English.  This varies between a 
voiced version [d], a voiceless version [t] and a syllabic version [ɨd].  The voiceless version 
shows up after a voiceless consonant, the voiced version shows up after a voiced consonant, and 
the syllabic version after a consonant that is so similar to [d] in place and manner of articulation 
that the added [d] would get lost otherwise (in other words, after [d] or [t]). 
 
(59) Past tense: “ed” patted [pætɨd],    walked [wak-t], played [pley-d]  
 
Although these are clearly different morphemes from the plural suffix, each with its own lexical 
entry, they are all phonologically similar in that they consist of a single coronal consonant.  
Thus, they undergo similar phonological changes to accommodate to the stem they are added to, 
the changes stated roughly in (56). (Rule 1 needs to be stated in a more general way so that it 
will apply to the past tense morpheme /d/ as well as to the various morphemes /z/; since this is 
not a phonology course, we will not consider exactly how to do this.)  Clearly these phonological 
rules are not part of the morphemes per se, because they apply to several different morphemes; 
rather they are part of the general phonological laws that the language obeys, which some 
morphemes happen to feed into. 
 
These phonological rules and laws will not be a direct object of study in this course, and we will 
take an informal, “rough and ready” approach to them.  But they come into our discussion 
because we need to be able to recognize them when they occur well enough to see the 
morphemes that they can partially disguise. 
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1.4.2 Underlying Representations, Indeterminacy and Labels 

As another example of surface allomorphy, look at the following examples from Inuktitut (some 
of them repeated from (48)), and try to find the affixes that correspond to first person and second 
person subject agreement. (The glosses of these examples are simplified for ease of exposition). 

(60) oral consonant : voiceless stops: p t k q 
 inventory voiced fricatives: v j γ ʁ 
 other: s , l 

 anijuŋa I leave anivit you leave  
 takujuŋa I see takuvit you see 
 isumajuŋa I think isumavit you think 
 pisuktuŋa I walk pisukpit you walk 
 ikajuqtuŋa I help ikajuqpit you help 
 isiqtuŋa I enter isiqpit you enter 
 takujumajuŋa I want to see takujumavit you want to see 
 takujumalauqtuŋa I wanted to see takujumalauqpit you wanted to see 

Comparing the two forms for ‘leave’, it seems that the root meaning ‘leave’ is ani.  Subtracting 
that out leaves the suffix -juŋa as the 1st person agreement and the suffix –vit as the second 
person agreement.  These same forms show up in the examples of ‘see’ (taku) and ‘think’ 
(isuma).  Different forms are seen in the next few examples, however.  The maximum 
phonological material that the two examples meaning ‘walk’ share is [pisuk].  That leaves [tuŋa] 
as the first person agreement in this case, and [pit] as the second person agreement.  These forms 
also appear following [ikajuq] ‘help’ and [isiq] ‘enter’.  Overall, then, we can isolate the 
following allomorphs: 

(61)  1sg: -juŋa ~ -tuŋa 

  2sg: -vit ~ -pit 

Looking at the whole range of examples, it also seems that the allomorphy is phonologically 
conditioned.  The [juŋa] and [vit] forms, which begin with a voiced continuant, come after a 
vowel-final root, whereas the [tuŋa] and [pit] forms, which begin with the corresponding 
voiceless stops, come after a root that ends in a voiceless stop.  We thus discern another 
phonological rule of assimilation, in which the first sound of the suffix takes on a feature of the 
sound that comes immediately before it.  The last two rows of examples confirm this nicely. 
[taku] ‘see’ ends in a vowel, so it normally takes the [juŋa] and [vit] endings.  When the suffix 
[juma] ‘want’ attaches to [taku] ‘see’, the combination still ends in a vowel, so we have 
[takujumajuŋa] ‘I want to see’ and [takujumavit] ‘you want to see’.  But when the past tense 
suffix [lauq] is added, the complex stem now ends in a consonant, so the [tuŋa] and [pit] forms 
are used, giving [takujumalauqtuŋa] ‘I wanted to see’ and [takujumalauqpit] ‘you wanted to see’.  
Notice that is not the root ‘see’ that determines which ending is used, but rather the sound that 
comes just before the ending—exactly as expected if this is an instance of phonological 
conditioning. In fact, these affixes are representative of a large class of Inuktitut affixes, where 
the first consonant undergoes an alternation that can be described as follows: 
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(62) 

 
  

-continuant
-voice

 

 
 

 

 
 

-continuant
-voice

 

 
 

 

 
 
       

 or 
  

+continuant
+voice

 

 
 

 

 
 

(+continuant)
+voice

 

 
 

 

 
 
       

 

The new question that this material raises is what is the underlying representation of these 
morphemes.  Are they really [tuŋa] and [pit], with a phonological rule that changes the voiceless 
stops into voiced continuants after a voiced sound?  Or are they really [juŋa] and [vit], with a 
phonological rule changing the voiced continuant to voiceless stop after a voiceless stop?  The 
choice seems arbitrary; either assumption would work equally well, and there is no 
straightforward way to tell which is correct.  Indeed, the most natural way to describe what is 
happening here is simply to say that the consonant of the affix has to match the last sound in the 
stem in voicing and continuancy either way.  The phonological rule can be stated in this way: 

(63) C  [α voice]  / [α voice] ___ 

The two αs here simply mean that whatever value the voicing feature has in the context, plus or 
minus, the consonant in question receives the same value.  In addition, [-voiced] consonants in 
Inuktitut are always stops, whereas [+voiced] consonants are always [+continuant], so we can 
take it that the value of the continuant feature changes as well, as an automatic side effect of 
(63).  Then an attractive way to talk about the Inuktitut affixes is to say that their first consonant 
starts out being specified for place of articulation, but not for voicing.  In other words, the first 
sound of the first person suffix is a coronal consonant, but neutral between [t] and [j]; the first 
sound of the second person suffix is a labial consonant, but neutral between [p] and [v].  This can 
be expressed as lexical entries as in (64). 

(64) Lexical Entries for affixes in (61): 

 LABEL: -Tuŋa -Pit  

 Phonology: 
    

C
+coronal[ ]uNa  

   

C
+labial[ ]it  

 Meaning: 1 SG SUBJ 2 SG SUBJ 
 Position: suffix suffix 
 Selection: Attaches to verbs Attaches to verbs 
 Category: Inflected Verb Inflected Verb 

Note that our definition implies that a morpheme must have a phonological representation (as 
well as a meaning) but it need not be a complete phonological representation.  That is what we 
see here: there are plenty of phonological features present to show that the first person ending is 
different from the second person ending, for example. The fact that these morphemes are not 
phonologically self-sufficient is thus immaterial. That is really no different from what we saw 
with the English plural /z/; this phonological representation is incomplete in that it is less than a 
syllable, so it needs to be incorporated into some other syllable in order to be pronounced.  What 
we have in Inuktitut is a slightly more radical version of the same thing.  In chapter E we will see 
that partially specified phonological representations like these are also the key to understanding 
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various kinds of “exotic” word formation, such as reduplication and certain kinds of mutation 
and ablaut. 

The fact that the phonological representation of a morpheme can be fairly complex and abstract 
is the real reason why it is often convenient to give each lexical entry a label, as we have been 
assuming.  The label is just something that we can use to refer to the morpheme easily. It has no 
theoretical status; it is not claimed to be part of the mental representation of what the native 
speaker of the language knows about that particular morpheme in the language.  It is just a 
convenience for us as linguists.  For the most part, we have used the sounds (or the orthography) 
of a morpheme as its label, but remember that morphemes are not just sounds; rather they are 
pairings of sound and meaning, together with other properties like syntactic category and 
attachment requirements.   For example, /dag/ by itself is not a morpheme; rather the lexical 
entry “Phonology /dog/ + Meaning DOG + Category Noun + Morphology Root” is a morpheme. 
When the phonology is simple, we can continue to use the phonology (or orthography) as a label, 
to stand in for the whole morpheme.  But when the phonology is not so simple, as in this 
Inuktitut example, it is useful to have another convention.  It seems unfair to pick either [vit] or 
[pit] as the label for the second person morpheme, given that the two forms are equally basic.  A 
common convention in this case is to use a capital letter in place of the alternating sound, in this 
case Pit.  We pick P to indicate that it is a labial sound, but capitalize it to show that it is not an 
real IPA symbol, but something that varies between different related phonetic values.  Similarly 
we can make the label of the first person morpheme [Tuŋa], using the same convention.  (Note 
that there is still some arbitrariness—we could just as well pick [Juŋa], or even something like 
[Duŋa].  It doesn’t really matter, since the label is only a convenience, not knowledge attributed 
to the native speaker.  We could also now revise our analysis of the plural morpheme in English 
and give it the label [Z], for a consonant that is conronal and continuant, but not specified for the 
voicing feature.  Can you see why this would work?) 

1.4.3 Labels, Abstractness and True Allomorphy 

The kind of surface allomorphy that can be attributed to phonology is not really part of the study 
of morphology proper; it simply makes it a bit more challenging to recognize the morphemes 
which are our primary concern.  There is, however, a second type of allomorphy that is a more 
truly morphological phenomenon.  An example of the morphological brand of allomorphy comes 
from the Hungarian language.  In most cases, the second person singular subject agreement form 
of the verb is created by adding an [s] suffix to the verb, as shown in (65).  There is, however, a 
systematic exception: when the verb stem ends in [ʃ], the second person singular subject form is 
created by adding [ol] instead. 

(65) Hungarian 

 i:r- ‘write’ i:r-s ‘you write’ 
 seret- ‘love’ seret-s ‘you love’ 
 fog- ‘will’ fog-s ‘you will’ 
 
 olvÅʃ- ‘ask’ olvÅʃ-ol ‘you ask’ 
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This instance of allomorphy is like the kinds we already saw in that it is phonologically 
conditioned: which form of the affix one uses is determined by the sound structure of the stem 
that the affix attaches to.  But it is not very plausible to attribute the change in the affix to a 
phonological rule.  The phonological rule would have to be something like this: 

(66) s  ol  /  ʃ __ 

But this would not count as an assimilation, or an epenthesis, or any of the other phonological 
change that is known to be common and natural.  Indeed, the two forms of the suffix have 
virtually nothing in common in terms of their sounds.  Nor does the same kind of change happen 
with any other affixes in Hungarian.  That is markedly different from what we saw in English 
and Inuktitut, where whole families of affixes undergo a similar phonological adjustment.  In 
general, the following three conditions should be met in order to confidently attribute allophonic 
variation to phonology. 

(67)  Conditions relevant to recognizing phonological allomorphy: 

a. The allomorphy should be phonologically conditioned. (i.e., which form attaches to the 
stem is predictable in terms of phonological properties of the stem). 

b. The difference between the allomorphs can be characterized in terms of phonological 
features. 

c. Affixes that have similar phonological characteristics should show similar allomorphy, 
where applicable. 

(67a) and (67b) are both requirements; (67c) is desirable but not absolutely essential.  For 
example, the language might not have any other affixes with a similar phonological shape that 
would make a fair comparison with the one being studied.  Also, various other factors can 
intervene, which we return to in chapter xx.   In the Hungarian example, only the first criterion is 
satisfied.  Therefore, this is not surface allomorphy, which is attributable to the phonology of the 
language, but must be something else. 

 

Rather, we need a morphological approach to this new kind of allomorphy.  It is a unique 
property of the second person singular subject agreement suffix in Hungarian, and not of any 
other morpheme, that it has these two forms [s] and [ol].  Since it is part of what a native speaker 
of Hungarian knows about this particular morpheme of Hungarian, the information properly goes 
into the lexical entry of the affix.  Specifically, we write both forms in the phonology box of the 
lexical entry, along with an indication of the phonological environment where that form is found.  
This is another example of a disjunctive block; one checks the environments in order, from top to 
bottom, and use the first form that applies. 
 
(68)  
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“label” 2 sg / 'you' 
phonology  
 

ol  /  ʃ __ 
s   /  <elsewhere> 

meaning 2 sg agreement 
position Suffix 
selection  Attaches to verbs 
category  "inflected verb" 

Note also that the convenience of having a label that is distinct from the sounds that are 
associated with the morpheme is especially important here.  In this case, we picked the meaning 
of the morpheme as its label, because the meaning is consistent whereas the sounds are not.  
Since this kind of allomorphy is more morphological in nature, we call it true allomorphy, as 
opposed to surface allomorphy. 

Here is a side remark: You may have noticed that this example of true allomorphy is not 
completely different from the surface allomorphy that we saw in English.  In both languages, 
there is a clear phonological motivation for the allomorphy; both languages are avoiding a hard 
to pronounce and perceive sequence of two coronal fricatives: [ʃz] clusters (among others) in 
English, and [ʃs] clusters in Hungarian.  In both cases, they add a form of the morpheme that 
consists of a vowel plus a consonant, which is easier to make into well-formed syllables when 
added to a fricative-final root.  The difference is that in English the vowel-consonant form of the 
affix is created by a simple and general rule of epenthesis (vowel insertion), whereas in 
Hungarian an entirely different form is selected from the lexical entry.  So both kinds of 
allomorphy have the same phonological motivation in this case, although they do both have the 
same kind of response to that motivation.  Examples like Hungarian that have a morphological 
solution to a phonological problem have been used by some researchers, especially those 
working in Optimality Theory, to argue that there is not such a strict division between 
morphology and phonology.  But pursuing this issue more fully would require more 
phonological background than we assume here. 

True allomorphy is probably not as common as surface allomorphy in languages of the world, 
but it is not rare either.  (69) presents a second example, from the Mayan language Tzeltal, 
spoken in Southern Mexico.  The question is what are the forms of the prefixes that indicate 
possessors in this language? 

 (69) Allomorphy in Tzeltal 

k’ab ‘hand’ hk’ab ‘my hand’ 
akan ‘leg’ kakan ‘my leg’ 

lumal ‘land’ alumal ‘your land’ 
inam ‘wife’ awinam ‘your wife’ 

k’op ‘language’ sk’op ‘his language’ 
at’el ‘work’ yat’el ‘his work’ 
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Assuming that this small amount of data is representative, you can see that each prefix has two 
forms, one that occurs before a consonant initial stem, and a different one that appears before a 
vowel initial stem.  This is summarized in (69). 

(69) my =  h / __C; k / __V 
 your = a / __C; aw / __V 
 his =  s / __C;  y / __V 
 
Again, which form is used is phonologically conditioned; indeed, the choice may again reduce to 
which form will make better-formed syllables in the language.  But the changes themselves do 
not appear to be phonological, since many of the features of the prefixes are different.  Certainly 
it could not be the same phonological rule that changed [k] to [h], [y] to [s] and deleted a [w] 
before a consonant.  So we tentatively posit this as a case of true allomorphy, listing the 
allomorphs in the lexical entries for the possessive prefixes.  The lexical entries would be: 
 
(70)  

“label” my Your his 
phonology  
 

h  /  __ C 
k  /  <elsewhere> 

a  / __ C 
aw / <elsewhere> 

s / __ C 
y / <elsewhere> 

meaning my your his/her/its 
position prefix Prefix prefix 
selection  attaches to N Attaches to N Attaches to N 
category  <IGNORE> <IGNORE> <IGNORE> 

Of course, this treatment should be considered to be tentative.  As we learned more about 
Tzeltal, it is conceivable that we would uncover evidence that there really is a phonological rule 
or principle that could take [k] and automatically produce [h] or vice versa.  This is no different 
from what we saw when we were segmenting morphemes in the first place: our initial guesses 
can always be revised in the light of new data or a better understanding of what is going on.  But 
best guesses are often right and are always needed to get started.  Here the best guess given what 
we know is that this is a case of true allomorphy. 

 There is an obvious case of true allomorphy even in English.  English speakers know that 
the indefinite article is pronounced [ə] before a word that starts with a consonant, and [æn] 
before a word that starts with a vowel: 

(36) a computer an apple 
 a spire an obelisk  
 a basilisk an eel 

Yet there is no plausible, general rule of phonology that deletes or inserts n in the appropriate 
environment in contemporary English.  Again, both versions of the article must be listed in the 
lexical entry of the indefinite article, together with an indication of the context where that version 
is used. 

(37)  
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“label” a(n) 
phonology  
& 
allomorphy 

æn  /  __ V 
ə  /  <elsewhere> 

meaning Indefinite article 
position root 
selection  -- 
category  DETERMINER 

 At this point, it may seem to you that we are cheating with respect to our definition of a 
morpheme.  Our intuitive understanding of a morpheme is a pair of a particular sound with a 
particular meaning.  But that understanding seems to break down in cases like the Tzotzil one, 
when there is no consistent sound to go with the meaning ‘belonging to the speaker’, but rather 
two different sounds, [h] and [k].  But a better (more general) notion of a morpheme is this.  
Morphemes are not (necessarily) pairs of sound and meaning, but rather they are systematic 
correspondences of sound and meaning.  The simplest correspondences are one-to-one 
correspondences (i.e. pairs), but the correspondences as we have just seen can also be one 
meaning matched with several forms.  This is fine, as long as the forms are  used 
systematically—for example, meeting the criterion of complementary distribution.  We can 
diagram some of our key examples as such.  Note that the Tzotzil possessive example does give 
a reliable mapping from sound to meaning, just as the more familiar case of dog does; it is just 
slightly more complex.  That is the key to our notion of a morpheme, in the more general case. 

/dag /

BELONGI NG

TO SPEAKER

/h/ /k/
__ C __V

ON E THAT
WHO WHICH

DOES V DOES V
[if animate][if inan imate]

/´r/
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With this more abstract but more general notion of what a morpheme is, we come to the end of 
our investigation of the basic concepts of morphological theory. 

 

1.5 Sources 

Definitions of dog, talk excerpted from www.dictionary.com 

blatch in (9c): [to] fly [so as] to intentionally collide with another player, from the Harry Potter 
Lexicon www.i2k.com/~svderark/lexicon 


